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Summary

This study compares income forecasts based on consolidated (ON)

earnings to corresponding forecasts based on segmented (SG) earnings.
By simulating mergers of actual, single-product companies, it was
possible to generate sufficienct time-series data for Box-Jenkins
analysis. Quarterly net income data were used to project quarterly and
annual forecasts (1976-1977). Firms were merged in groups of three,
five, seven, and ten. The results indicate that CN-SG differences may
be dependent on the forecast horizon, metrics, and the number of re-
porting segments.





THE PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF SEGMENTED QUARTERLY EARNINGS:

A TEST USING SLMULATED MERGERS OF

EXISTENT AUTONOMOUS FIRMS

After a decade of debate and experimentation, new guidelines for

segment reporting were issued by the Financial Accounting Standards

Board (FASB, 1976, 1977) and the Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC, 1977, 1978). These guidelines, which pertain to American diver-

sified companies, prescribe various sub-entity disclosures including

segmented sales and earnings.

Presumedly, segmented disclosures can be used by investors to

improve predictions of total-entity profits (Backer and McFarland,

1968, p. 10). In this vein, Kinney (1971) and Collins (1976) compared

income forecasts based on consolidated (CN) data to income forecasts

based on segmented (SG) data. As expected, the forecasts based on SG

data were generally superior in terms of predictive ability. The

results, however, cast doubt on the predictive ability of segmented

earnings. Income forecasts based jointly on SG sales and SG margins

did not outperform forecasts based jointly on SG sales and CN margins.

Consequently, the benefits of SG profit data were not revealed.

The Kinney-Collins studies, however, were subject to data constraints

which restricted their generalizability. They were based on limited

quantities of published annual data and rather simplistic forecasting

techniques. In addition, the same types of prediction models could not
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be used across the competing CN-SG data sets. This introduced the possi-

bility of confounds due to data x model interactions.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new methodology which

utilizes simulated mergers (SM) of existent, autonomous firms. Using

the SM approach, additional evidence regarding differences in predic-

tive ability between income forecasts based on CN earnings (CN

forecasts) and corresponding forecasts based on segmented SG earnings

(SG forecasts) is provided. Unlike previous CN-SG research which

relied on disaggregated entity data provided by diversified companies,

the current study relies on aggregated sub-entity data provided by

simulating mergers of actual, single-product firms. By simulating

mergers, allocations and segment ambiguities, which plague most diver-

sified companies, were avoided completely. It also became feasible to

utilize reported quarterly data in a segmentation context.

Background

When consolidated financial statements are prepared for diversi-

fied companies, there is always some loss of information in a pure

2
sense, since less detail is available. In principle, investors avoid

aggregation as much as possible, since aggregation results in less

available detail. Conceptually, then, segment reporting is part of the

broader issue of data aggregation.

The solution to an aggregation problem, however, is not always

straightforward, especially when information costs are significant, for

it is necessary to consider problems associated with human information
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processing and statistical variation . There is often a chance that

excessive detail will contribute to cognitive difficulties. If these

difficulties become extreme, "information overload" ensues. As data

become more isolated with disaggregation, there is also a possibility

that random factors (e.g., measurement errors) will suppress the "true"

signals being analyzed. Consequently, "noise" may induce specification

errors which diminish forecasting performance.

Specification errors result from the misspecification of an aggre-

gate series (macro-specification errors) and the misspecif ication of

the component series and their interrelationships (micro-specification

errors). Grunfeld and Griliches (1960) have demonstrated that micro-

specification errors can be larger than macro-specification errors.

Interestingly, this would create a situation in which CN-SG differences

3
would be negative, not positive.

Consequently, decisions to utilize either CN forecasts or SG fore-

casts should consider (1) cognitive errors affecting CN and SG forecasts,

(2) macro-specification errors affecting CN forecasts, and (3) micro-

specification errors affecting SG forecasts. Contrary to intuitive

argijments for the disclosure of segmented earnings, there are cir-

cumstances under which CN forecasts perform better than SG forecasts.

Given the stochastic properties of earnings data, the process of aggre-

gating sub-entity earnings can sometimes improve predictive ability,

because specification errors affect both CN and SG forecasts.
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Methodology

Simulated Mergers

To provide quarterly data on both an entity and a sub-entity basis,

mergers were simulated. N-segment conglomerates were created by aggre-

gating data which had been reported by existing, autonomous, single-

product firms. These were void of intersegment transfers, common cost

allocations, tax allocations, and segment amgibuities, since entity

earnings were derived by simply adding together the earnings of the

surrogate segments. Theil (1954), in his work on linear aggregation,

used the term "summation aggregation" to describe such procedures.

The pooling of interests method was chosen to account for the

simulated mergers. Consistent with historical cost representations,

poolings are accounted for by adding together the results of the com-

ponent firms. In this study, the conditions for poolings could be

safely assumed without undue conjecture and compliance with APB Opinion

No. 16 seemed reasonable. Since the merged firms were unrelated, the

independence assumptions were clearly met, and the remaining assump-

tions could be assumed without difficulty since they would not affect

the data.

Data Sample

Net income was selected as the variable of interest because it

was (1) reported on a quarterly basis, (2) available on the COMPUSTAT

tapes, and (3) reported consistently over time. Since definitions of

extraordinary items had changed during the sample period, an income

figure before such items would have resulted in data that were defini-
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preference for segmented net income data (Mautz, 1968, p. 76) even

though such data are not currently required.

The selection of merger candidates began by identifying an "oppor-

tunity set" of eligible firms which individually satisfied certain

criteria. Firms with complete data for 44 consecutive quarters (1967-1

to 1977-IV) were screened to include only firms which (1) report on a

calendar-year basis, (2) do not participate in regulated industries,

(3) are not listed on a foreign exchange, (4) are domestically regis-

tered, (5) are not holding companies, (6) are not owned as subsidiaries,

4
(7) have no unusually large income fluctuations, and (8) fewer than

four 3-digit SIC codes. Annual reports and SEC 10-Ks were checked to

ensure that each surrogate segment was not, itself, reporting as a

diversified company. Seventy firms survived the above constraints.

Next, having defined an "opportunity set" of eligible firms (N =

70), combinations of firms were screened to ensure adequate conglo-

merate diversification. To control for possible confounds due to

proportionality, only firms of approximately the same size (measured in

terms of average earnings) were merged together. Eligible firms were

ranked by size in descending order to produce subgroups which could be

evaluated as segment portfolios. Combinations were screened for (1)

segment diversification, (2) product singularity, (3) data consistency,

and (4) resultant sample size.

Each firm in a given n-segment conglomerate was required to have a

set of unique SIC codes (to ensure segment diversification); each firm

was required to have nonsignificant product-line disclosures (to ensure

product singularity), each data set was reviewed for major acquisitions
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during the sample period (to ensure data consistency); and together

these factors were reconsidered in light of data requirements (to ensure

an adequate sample). After several iterations, sixty candidates were

selected for merging. These are listed in Appendix A.

The final sample (N = 60) was merged in subgroups to generate CN

data for time series analysis. Starting each time with the largest

firm, firms were merged in groups of three, seven, five, and ten. In

the process, twenty 3-segment, twelve 5-segment, eight 7-segment, and

six 10-segment conglomerates were created, each providing comparable

CN-SG data.

Prediction Models

By hypothetically merging single-product firms, segmental data was

generated on a quarterly basis and the choice of prediction models was

not restricted, as it had been in the past, to models based on annual

data. Box-Jenkins analysis (Box and Jenkins, 1970) was selected

to specify both the CN models and the SG models. As an extrapolative

approach to forecasting, it was neutral with respect to CN-SG dif-

ferences in predictive ability. Confounding exogenous data would not

be a factor, and the same models could be used across competing data

sets.

Error Metrics

To assess the predictiveness of entity versus sub-entity earnings,

forecasts of quarterly and annual net income were projected into a hold-

out period (1976-1977) and prediction errors were defined in terms of

forecasting performance in this period. Two metrics were used to
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measure performance: mean absolute relative error (MARE) and mean

relative error (MRE). These metrics may be thought of as measures of

accuracy and bias, respectively. Notationally, they were computed as

follows:

N 77

MARE = 4t? ^ ^

i=l t=76

N 77 P. - A.

MRE = — Z Z
^^ ^^

^^ 2N .\ /^, lA. ,

1=1 t=76
I

it|

where

I I

= absolute value operator,

P. = predicted net income of conglomerate i for period t,

A = actual net income of conglomerate i for period t,

N = number of conglomerates indexed by i.

Data Handling Procedures

Because the study could be viewed as an information processing

experiment consisting of a single subject (the forecaster) and a single

task (the specification of CN-SG models), the data were completely dis-

guised to control for subconscious experimenter bias and presented in

random order to control for learning effects.

In no case was the identity of a time series known during the spe-

cification phase of the study. Data were disguised by adding (sub-

tracting) constants to (from) the data. After the scaled predictions

were made, the data were restored to their original units of measure

(reported dollars) to facilitate the mergers and the comparisons.
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Data sets were presented in random order to control for learning

effects. Since Box-Jenkins analysis entails judgment, which often

improves with experience, it seemed likely that forecasts might be

affected by learning. In addition, randomization served to disguise

further the data.

Core Hypothesis

Differences in predictive ability between CN forecasts and SG

forecasts were tested parametrically using paired t-tests and non-

parametrically using Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests. These tests were

used in parellel to ensure that distributional assumptions would not

affect the findings.

The following hypothesis was evaluated:

H : When predicting consolidated net income with seasonal

ARIMA models, there are no differences in predictive

ability between CN forecasts and SG forecasts.

H ; When predicting consolidated net income with seasonal

ARIMA models, there are differences in predictive

ability between CN forecasts and SG forecasts.

Notationally,

H : CN[nos] = SG[nos'
^

H : CN[nos] ?^ SG[nos'
a

where

CN [ ] = mean prediction errors of CN forecasts,
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SG [] = mean prediction errors of SG forecasts,

nos = number of segments (3, 5, 7, and 10 segments).

In effect the nos factor served to modify the treatment condition

which was the level of aggregation.

Results

In general, the results indicate an equivalence between CN fore-

casts and SG forecasts. Tables 1 and 2 provide measures of first-

quarter and first-year forecasting performance. In descriptive terms,

performance is measured using mean errors, standard deviations, and

signed absolute differences (SADIFFs). Means were calculated to indi-

cate average forecasting performance for the various hypothesis groups.

Standard deviations of prediction errors were used to indicate disper-

sion within each grouping of forecasts. The SADIFFs were designed to

assess CN-SG differences relative to "zero error" forecasts. They were

computed by subtracting the absolute values of the SG means from the

absolute values of the CN means. Notationally,

MARE SADIFF = Abs[CN MARE] - Abs[SG MARE]

and

MRE SADIFF = Abs[CN MRE] - Abs[SG MRE]

.

By design, positive SADIFFs indicated SG superiority, while negative

SADIFFs indicated CN superiority.

Figure 1 and Table 1 (supporting detail) provide evidence regarding

first-quarter predictions. While the MARE comparisons were generally

SG superior, the MRE comparisons were not. Interestingly, for both

data sets the forecast errors were the smallest for firms with the
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largest number of segments. This implies that it may be easier to

forecast earnings for firms with many segments because of intersegment

diversification.

Figure 2 and Table 2 (supporting detail) provide evidence regarding

a longer forecast horizon. In general, the first-year predictions were

more accurate than the first-quarter predictions.

Summary and Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that the SM approach is viable

as a means for investigating various aspects of conglomerate account-

ability. Specifically, evidence is provided regarding CN-SG differences

in predictive ability which are perhaps due to the number of segments.

Unlike previous CN-SG studies which relied on published segmental data

and simplistic forecasting techniques, this study relied on simulated

mergers of existent, autonomous, single-product firms. It thus became

possible, for the first time, to control for intersegment transfers,

common costs, and segmentation problems. Furthermore, it became

feasible to use quarterly net income as the variable of interest.

Results presented here corroborate previous CN-SG research. Kinney

(1971) and Collins (1976) suggest that SG profitability data may not be

useful given the existence of SG sales data. Fried (1978), relying on

income components to serve as SG data, found nonsignificant CN-SG dif-

ferences in predictive ability. Together, these studies imply that SG

earnings, defined variously, may be of limited usefulness in making pre-

dictions of enterprise profits.

This study provides evidence that CN-SG differences in predictive

ability may be dependent on the number of segments, since differences
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in predictive ability were not uniform across nos groups . However,

while the methodology successfully controlled for various data

confounds, the CN-SG comparisons were made using a single forecasting

approach (Box-Jenkins analysis) and a single criterion (the ability to

predict net income). Generalizability is therefore limited to com-

parisons using similar methods and criteria. Nevertheless, the SM

approach appears to offer potential for resolving a variety of problems

associated with conglomerate forecasting and accountability.

D/31



Appendix A

Component Firms

Rank Company Rank Company

1 Maytag 31 North American Coal
2 A. H. Robbins 32 Fisher Scientific
3 Wm. Wrigley, Jr. 33 Means
4 Hilton 34 Cooper Tire
5 Trane 35 Binney and Smith

6 Brockway Glass 36 Weyenberg Shoe
7 Simmons 37 Munsingwear
8 Clark Oil 38 Great Lakes Chemical
9 Weis Markets 39 Oakite

10 Foxboro 40 Standard Motor Products

11 New Process 41 Yates
12 Lukens Steel 42 Monarch Machine Tool
13 Faberge 43 Pittsburgh-Des Moines St eel
14 Jorgenson 44 Pratt and Lambert
15 Rubbermaid 45 Castle

16 Milton Bradley 46 Bayless Markets
17 Skaggs 47 Wackenhut
18 Bard 48 Lynch Communications
19 Stone Container 49 Pepcorn
20 Graniteville 50 Mas land

21 Burndy 51 Franks Nursery
22 Morse Shoe 52 La Maur
23 Superscope 53 Braun Engineering
24 Standard Register 54 0' Sullivan
25 Betz Labs 55 House of Vision

26 Belden 56 Star Supermarkets
27 Swank 57 Esquire Radio
28 Watkins-Johnson 58 Season-All Industries
29 Hunt Chemical 59 Speed-0-Print
30 Pittsburgh Forgings 60 Executone
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Footnotes

Fried (1978) attempted to mitigate these potential interactions by
using a single model (exponential smoothing) on both data sets, but was
forced to use income components as proxies for SG earnings. His
approach, therefore, used income data that was not truly segmental.
Interestingly, he found that income forecasts based on CN earnings were
not statistically different from income forecasts based on SG earnings.
His results, therefore, tended to corraborate the observations of Kinney
and Collins with respect to the predictiveness of sub-entity profit
information.

2
Shannon (1948), Theil (1967), Lev (1969) and others have concep-

tualized this information loss in terms of mathematical communication
theory. In essence, measures of information content are compared for
different levels of aggregation.

3
In each case the SG errors are subtracted from the CN errors.

4
A firm was excluded if, during one of the sampled quarters, the

absolute value of Item 26 (extraordinary items and discontinued opera-
tions) exceeded 80 percent of normalized earnings, which had been com-
puted by multiplying average return on sales times the reported sales
in a given quarter.

Firms reporting SG data were deemed to be single-product if they
reported product lines which were closely related or not significant
for predictive purposes.

In Box-Jenkins analysis, a family of models is selected and pro-
cedures are used to identify appropriate data-specific models. In this

study, univariate, multiplicative, seasonal ARIMA models were used.

Forty-six CN models and sixty SG models were identified.

Each series was scaled so that average quarterly earnings was $20
million over the sample period.



Table 1

First-Quarter Forecasting Performance

Metric

MARE

Number of CN Errors SG Errors
Segments Mean SD Mean SD SADIFF

3 .3417 .302 .3502 .459 -.0085

5 .2638 .165 .1702 .061 +.0936T

7 .1859 .100 .1271 .063 +.0589

10 .1535 .089 .1557 .056 -.0022

MRE

3 .0114 .335 -.0971 .542 -.0857

5 -.0090 .244 -.0562 .147 -.0472

7 .0272 .175 -.0523 .103 -.0251

.0616 .158 -.0662 .128 -.0046

T indicates t-test significant at .05 level.
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Table 2

First-Year Forecasting Performance

Metric

MARE

MRE

Number of CN Errors SG Errors
Segments Mean SD Mean SD SADIFF

3 .2110 .179 .2378 .158 -.0268

5 .2200 .170 .1710 .060 +.0490

7 .1707 .085 .1569 .065 +.0138

10 .1414 .093 .1645 .049 -.0231

3 -.0664 .214 -.1069 .213 -.0405

5 -.1171 .238 -.1064 .122 +.0107

7 -.0512 .185 -.1141 .101 -.0629

10 -.0397 .115 -.1098 .089 -.0701
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